
CITIC Pacific has unrivalled experience and expertise in operating businesses

in China both on the mainland and in Hong Kong. With an international

management and excellent standards of corporate governance, our focus 

is on special steel manufacturing, iron ore mining, property development in

mainland China and other actively managed businesses.

Special Steel Manufacturing CITIC Pacific Special Steel, which operates through three steel

groups in mainland China with total production capacity of six million tonnes annually, is a leader in the

manufacturing of special steel used in bearings and gears among others.

Iron Ore CITIC Pacific owns the mining rights to one billion tonnes of magnetite iron ore with options

to another five billion tonnes in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. The one billion tonnes of ore is

capable of producing 12 million tonnes of product annually to supply mainland China and CITIC Pacific’s

steel groups in particular.

Property CITIC Pacific develops, manages and owns properties including Shanghai’s CITIC Square and

New Westgate Garden, and Hong Kong’s CITIC Tower and dch Commercial Centre. The focus of the

property business is increasingly in mainland China.

Power Generation CITIC Pacific builds, owns and operates power plants in mainland China.

Currently the Group has attributable capacity of 3,192MW.

Aviation CITIC Pacific is a key participant in the aviation sector through Cathay Pacific Airways and

its future subsidiary Dragonair, air cargo provider hactl and Air China Cargo.

Civil Infrastructure Either as owner or manager, CITIC Pacific is involved in all three of Hong

Kong harbour crossings – vital facilities that connect Hong Kong Island to Kowloon.

Marketing and Distribution Through Dah Chong Hong and Sims Trading, the marketing and

distribution business serves the people of Hong Kong and other parts of China by distributing an array of

motor vehicles, consumer and food commodities, branded food and household products.

Communications CITIC Pacific focuses on providing value added services. CITIC Telecom 1616

and cpcnet provide idd wholesale and data services, CITIC Guoan operates cable tv networks in

mainland China and ctm is Macau’s communications provider of choice.
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